This game allows two to four players to play, each
equipped with a card deck containing no more than
75 cards. A pencil and a few sheets of paper are
also required for writing down various important
facts and figures, such as Command Points and
Victory Points.

IMPORTANT RULES
Victory Conditions: In order to win, you must decimate the enemy fleets and remove your opponents
from their command posts. In other words, the
game ends when one of the players runs out of
cards (in the deck AND in the hand), or when one of
the players accumulates 200 Victory Points.
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INTRODUCTION
Freespace CG is a card game based on the universe of the Freespace computer game franchise.
In this card game, the player impersonates the fleet
commander of one of three major factions in the
Freespace universe. From the available cards, the player creates and leads an armada of ships into battle.
The players can choose one of the following factions:
Terrans: The Terrans lost contact with Earth
after the Great War when the Lucifer, a Shivan
superdestroyer, exploded in the subspace jump
node that connects Sol with its neighboring systems. Despite this enormous loss, the Terrans managed to maintain their GTA (Galactic Terran Alliance) government structure while dealing with the
economic collapse caused by the Shivan invasion.
After signing a declaration of peace with the Vasudan Empire, the GTA worlds experienced rapid economic growth and they managed to rebuild their
fleets. These new fleets were designed to quickly
adapt to new conditions on the battlefield and to
deal with unpredictable improvements in both GTA
and alien technology.
Terran fleets are characterized by highly specialized craft and well-balanced fire power and damage
resistance. Due to a wide range of interchangeable
equipment, skilled commanders can significantly
improve combat conditions by adjusting their units
to meet the situations at hand.
Vasudans: The Vasudans are a proud, ancient race
whose civilization dates back from over 10000
years in the past. Vasudans were never flesh-andbone warriors until they met the Terrans, when
14 years of the Terran-Vasudan War transformed
this race of thinkers and philosophers into a wellorganized war machine with an emphasis on honor,
unconditional loyalty, and devotion to the Emperor.
Vasudan ships are designed to withstand great
punishment while firing their own attacks back at
the same time. Capital ships are massive and relatively slow, so the Vasudan fleet avoids these flaws
by supporting many agile and light fighters. If this
isn’t enough, a prominent weapon in the Vasudan arsenal is a kinetic weapon that is able to slow down
and sometimes even stop hostile craft.
Shivans: 30 years ago, these mysterious destroyers came to the systems settled by the Terrans and
Vasudans. Even so, the culture, ultimate intent, and
origin of the Shivans remain unknown. One of the
more plausible theories mentions that Shivans are
part of a hive mind. This theory is likely because
the Shivans were unable to perform coordinated attacks on Terran and Vasudan units after the Lucifer
was destroyed in Sol.
It also seems that the Shivans’ area of dominance
is offensive combat. As aggressors, Shivans are
persistent, extremely precise, and remain absolutely
focused on their targets. Their units employ an excessive and brutal frontward offensive force with a
high degree of mobility. Shivans are also infamous
for their perfection of subspace, as they sometimes
take advantage of it in battle in order to swing the
balance toward their favor.
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Victory Points are given to you for every enemy
unit you destroy during the Battle Phase. You gain
one Victory Point for each Command Point that
would normally be used to put the now destroyed
unit into play.
You also gain Victory Points for controlling the
Battle Zone. In order to receive Victory Points
for this, you must be the player with the greatest
number of units in the Battle Zone continuously
for one whole turn (i.e. the duration between two
Card Play Phases). If you qualify, you gain one Victory Point for each Point that you would normally
have used to put each of your currently played
units into the Battle Zone. If an opponent puts
one of his units into the Battle Zone, even if it is
destroyed in the Battle Phase before your turn
starts, you do not gain any Victory Points for
controlling the Battle Zone.
The text on card abilities takes priority over all
other rules. Apply card abilities even if they break
the rules included in these instructions. However,
if a card states that you may do something, but another one states that you may not, the card denying
you from taking the action takes priority over the
one that gives you the ability to take the action.
The player’s deck can be composed of cards
from only ONE faction. Combinations of different
factions are strictly forbidden.

DECK CONSTRUCTION
Each player must construct his own deck before
the start of the game. Each deck may have no more
than 75 cards in it. Each deck may contain no more
than five cards of the same name. Finally, each deck
can only contain cards from one race.
The card list can be found on the official Freespace
Card Game web site (www.fscg.hard-light.net). There
is also a simple card guide available.

CARD TYPES
Units are the cards that the players will use
during space battles. There are three main types
of units:
Bomber and Fighter Wings: Small, agile, and deadly, these numerous and dangerous craft are transported bby the hundreds in capital ships’ hangars.
AA (Anti Aircraft, i.e. anti-fighter) weaponry is designed to combat fighters (“F” suffix) and bombers
(“B” suffix).
Capital Ships: Capital Ships comprise the main
strike force of a fleet. They are far less agile than
bomber and fighter wings, but boast superior armor
and weaponry. Capital ship types include cruisers
(“C” suffix), corvettes (“Cv” suffix), destroyers (“D”
suffix), and juggernauts (“J” suffix). AC weaponry
is used to attack Capital Ships.
Important: During the Battle Phase, destroyers
and juggernauts are not forced to respond to
fighter wings. In other words, you have the choice
to ignore fighters that attack your juggernauts
and destroyers. The destroyer or juggernaut can
target any other unit in the Battle Zone instead
of responding to fighter attacks, but the attacking
fighters still deal damage to the destroyer or juggernaut as usual.
Example: A TD Hecate is under attack by two SF Manticore wings.
The TD Hecate decides to ignore the fighters and targets an SC Cain instead. While determining the results of the battle, the SF Manticore wings
deal 2 damage points to the TD Hecate. The destroyer does not deal damage to the fighters; it attacks the SC Cain, dealing 2 damage points to the
cruiser rather than the fighters that turn.
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Installations: Installations (“I” suffix) are immobile;
they possess no maneuverability and cannot perform
jumps. AC weaponry is used to attack Installations.
Installations can be placed directly in to Battle ZOne.

Card Description:
1 – Name of the card
2 – Price to place the card
3 – Firepower AC (anti-capital) / AA (anti-fighter)
4 – Cost to make a subspace jump
5 – Maneuverability \ hull
strength
6 – Type of the unit/card
7 – Abilities

Hand: Usually held in a hand, this contains the
cards one will be playing out to other areas. The
hand may hold a maximum of five cards.
Fleet Zone: Unit Cards are played, Damage Markers are removed, and equipments are added to other
units here. Units jump to the Battle Zone from the
Fleet Zone.
Battle Zone: The
fights between units
take place here. Players can use Order
Cards in the Battle
Zone.
Used Cards Pot: Effectively a discard
pile, this is the place
where destroyed or
used cards are put.
Cards in the Used
Cards Pot are no
longer part of the
game. These should
be clearly visible.

Equipment: Equipment cards modify single
units or small fleets. There are three types of
equipment cards:
Single-Use Equipment: After being attached to the
unit, its ability can be activated at any time, but only
once. Once activated, the card is considered used
up and should be placed in the Used Cards Pot.
Multi-Use Equipment: These cards permanently
modify or add to the abilities of the card(s) to which
they are attached. Normally, they stay in the game
until the attached card(s) are destroyed.
Technology: This type of Equipment Card is placed
directly into the Fleet Zone. Technology cards permanently modify all allied units or the parameters
of the game if applicable.

GAME INFO

Before the start of the game:

Flip a coin or use some other method of deciding
which player will have the first turn.
Both players must simultaneously shuffle their decks.
Both players must simultaneously take five cards
from their decks and put them into their hands. If
the player wishes, he/she may exchange these five
cards by putting the unwanted ones into the deck
and shuffling it, afterwards drawing only four
cards. Only one exchange may be done per player.

Orders: Orders give the player extra strategic
possibilities with skillful use. These cards can only
be played during one of the player’s opportunities
to declare actions during the Battle Phase. Once
played, Order Cards’ effects are immediate. An Order Card stays in the game until the owning player
decides to permanently revoke it and place it in the
Used Cards Pot.

The designated player starts the game by taking
the first turn. The player taking the first turn is
referred to for the rest of the game as the player
with the priority of play).

Events: These cards can be freely played whenever
it is your turn to do anything, or whenever appropriate to be used as a counter or response to a card
played by an opponent. Once played, Event Cards’
effects are immediate. An Event Card stays in the
game until the owning player decides to permanently
revoke it and place it in the Used Cards Pot.

Card Play Phase:
1. The player draws enough cards from the deck to
fill his hand with 5 cards, if possible.

Special Cards: These cards can be freely played
to modify single units or even permanently modify
all allied units or the parameters of the game if
applicable. Mostly there can be only ONE Special
Card in game with same name. There are four main
types of Special Cards:

Turns: Freespace CG consists of a series of turns,
each of which is divided into phases which take place
in a cycle.

2. 20 Command Points are allotted to the player.
3. The player with the priority of play may play any
Unit Card or Event Card, or attach any Equipment
Card to an applicable unit. The player can also remove Damage Markers from his/her unit. The cost of
removal for Damage Markers is 2 Command Points
each (see Damage Marker – page 4).
4. The opposing player begins his/her Card Play Phase.

Special Units: Theirs description is similar to normal Unit card type.

Movement Phase:
1. This phase begins after both players have
finished their turns in the Card Play Phase.

Character: These cards permanently modify or add
to the abilities of the card(s) to which they are attached. Normally, they stay in the game until the
attached card(s) are destroyed.

2. The player with the priority of play begins the
Movement Phase.

Squadron: These cards permanently modify or add
to the abilities of the card(s) to which they are attached. Normally, they stay in the game until the
attached card(s) are destroyed.
Crew: These cards permanently modify or add to
the abilities of the card(s) to which they are attached. Normally, they stay in the game until the
attached card(s) are destroyed.

GAME ZONES

In Freespace CG, cards are placed in the five
game zones:
Deck: Contains the pile of down-faced cards. The
deck is shuffled at the beginning of the game. At
the start of each turn, the player “draws” one
card from the deck. Unless otherwise drawn or
stated, the cards in the deck must not be shown
to any player.
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3. The player may move any of his units from the
Fleet Zone to anywhere in the Battle Zone and viceversa. Each unit can be moved only once during
a single turn. The cost of this movement (subspace
jump) is found on Unit Card and is expressed in number of Command Points.
Fighters can be moved free of charge if it is accompanied by a Capital Ship equipped with hangars
(see Hangar Bay – page 4). All units in a hangar are
attached to the mother ship and are together considered as one unit performing a jump.
The order of unit movement alternates between
each player. The first move is performed by the
player with the priority of play. The second jump
belongs to the opponent, who can either make a
movement or pass. After this, the other player
moves again or passes.
4. The cycle of movement stops when further movements are impossible or when both players pass.
Therefore, it is possible for one of the players to
move more units than his/her opponent.
5. During the Movement Phase, both players may
play Event Cards.
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Example: Player A has a VF
Tauret wing and a VCv Sobek in
his Fleet Zone. Player B has a
SF Mara wing and a SB Seraphim
wing with a SC Cain in his own
Fleet Zone. Player A starts the
Movement Phase with moving the
VF Tauret wing by paying for the
jump (1a). In reply, player B moves
his SF Mara wing (1b). After this,
player A moves the VCv Sobek
while player B replies with moving
the SB Seraphim bombers to the
Battle Zone (2a and 2b). Player
A has no more units to move, but
player B one in his Fleet Zone, so
he moves his SC Cain to the Battle
Zone (3).
Battle Phase
1. Only the units in the Battle Zone at this point
may partake in the Battle Phase. The Battle Phase
starts after both players have finished moving ships
in the Move Phase.
2. The player with the priority of play chooses one
of his/her units and determines a target to attack
among his opponent’s units.
3. If possible, the opponent chooses one of his/her
units (this unit must not already be a target of an
attack) and sets a target for that ship (again, this
unit must not already be a target) as well. The turn
is then passed to the other player again in a cycle until both players either pass or have no more
possible targets.

e. If a unit is fired upon by more than one source,
damage recieved from each of these attacks stack.
6. During the Battle Phase, both players may play
Order Cards and Event Cards and also use the abilities of units and Equipment Cards.
Example: A GTC Aeolus chooses a SB Nahema wing as its target.
The GTC Aeolus’s maneuverability equals 5 points, whereas Nahema
wing’s equals 8 points. The GTC Aeolus’ firepower is penalized by 3 (reducing it to 2 AC and 12 AA). The GTC Aeolus must use its AA weaponry
to combat the SB Nahema wing, which responds by using its AC weapons.
The SB Nahema wing receives 12 damage points and is destroyed (5 HP
- 12 AA = -8 HP). The GTC Aeolus receives the full damage from the SB
Nahema wing. The damage dealt to the GTC Aeolus is less than half of its
agility, meaning it receives a Damage Marker (7 HP - 5 AC = 2 HP).
Final Phase
1. The Final Phase begins after all of the combat
in the Battle Phase is completed.
2. Destroyed units and expended Order Cards,
Event Cards, and Equipment Cards are removed
from the game and placed in the Used Cards Pot.
Units that have been damaged beyond half of their
HP (rounding up) receive a Damage Marker.
3. After the Final Phase ends, the next turn begins with the Card Play Phase. The player with the
priority of play for the new turn is the opponent of
the old player with the priority of play.

CARDS AND ABILITIES

4. Most units in the Battle Zone generally will
have a target or will become a target. The units
which are not given targets become support units
(see Support Unit – page 4). Each support unit may
be given a target from among the opponent’s units
in the Battle Zone, effectively ignoring the fact
that the target has a target of its own. Support
unit targets are also given in the alternating method described previously.

Playing a card costs Command Points. If a card
is played, the player playing it must pay the amount
of command points stipulated on the card. The
card cannot be played if its cost is higher than the
amount of Command Points he/she possesses.

Example: Player A has

All unused Command Points are destroyed at the
end of the turn. No Command Points are recycled
for use in the next turn. It is strongly advisable
to write down the number of each player’s Command
Points in order to avoid potential misunderstandings.

two TF Perseus wings and a
TC Fenris in the Battle Zone.
Player B has three SF Mara
wings and a SC Raksasha
there as well. Player A begins
the targeting cycle by having his first TF Perseus wing
target the SC Raksasha (1a).
Player B then targets the TC
Fenris with the first SF Mara
wing (1b). After this, player A
targets the second SF Mara
wing with his second TF Perseus wing (2).
Player B still has one SF Mara
wing with no targets set while
not being a target itself. Therefore, it is considered a support
unit. Player B chooses the TF
Perseus that is attacking his
SC Raksasha as the SF Mara
wing’s target (3).

5. After the targets are set, the units combat each
other in the same order as the targets were set.
The results are determined by the following:
a. First, the maneuverability of both units is compared. The difference between the maneuverability
scores is penalized to the firepower (both AC and
AA) of the unit with the lower maneuverability.
b. Based upon the type of the units involved, the
power of the AC and AA weapons of both units are
compared with the hull strength. If the target is a
Fighter or Bomber, the AA weaponry is used. If the
target is a Capital Ship or is otherwise a large vessel, the AC weaponry is used.
c. If the damage inflicted by the armament is higher
than the hull strength of the target, the attacked
unit is destroyed. If the damage inflicted on the
target equals or exceeds half of the target’s HP
(rounding up), the target unit receives a Damage
Marker.
d. Each unit does damage to its target even if another unit destroys that same unit.. Each unit with
a target attacks that target. The unit being targeted by this ship attacks the attacking ship. Support
units, however, are not fired back upon by their
targets.
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Command Points are given to every player in the
beginning of the turn. By default, the amount of
points given is 20.

The cost of subspace jump is expressed in number
of Command Points that player must spend.
Playing the Cards
Unit Cards can only be played during one’s Card
Play Phase. Order Cards can only be played during
the Battle Phase. Event Cards can be played at any
time in the game. The priority of play belongs to the
player who starts the turn.
When one plays a card, he/she must inform his/
her opponent of the card being played and clearly
display it to him/her. If the card being played is
a Single Use Card, it stays on the table until the
Final Phase, during which it should be placed in the
Used Cards Pot. If the card is to be attached to a
particular unit, it should be arranged in the fashion
that is presented below.
Examples: Player A has a SCv Moloch in the Battle Zone while player
B has a VC Mentu there as well. During the Battle Phase, player A targets
the VC Mentu with his SCv Moloch and then plays the “Side by Side” Order
Card on it in order to ignore the maneuverability check. This measure allows the SCv Moloch to attack the VC Mentu with the full power of its AC
weapon. During the Final Phase after the battles, the “Side by Side” Order
Card is placed in Used Cards Pot.
During the Battle Phase, player A’s VB Bakha wing deals 6 damage
points to player B’s GTC Fenris. In order to save the GTC Fenris, player
B plays the “Evasive Maneuvers” Order Card, negating 2 of the damage
points dealt by player A’s Bakha. During the Final Phase after the battles,
the “Evasive Maneuvers” Order Card is placed in the Used Cards Pot.
During the Movement Phase, player A plays the “Awaiting Orders” Event
Card on player B’s GF Pegasus wing before he has a chance to move it
to the Battle Zone. Thus, the GF Pegasus wing cannot jump in this turn.
During the Final Phase after the battles, the “Awaiting Orders” Event Card
is placed in the Used Cards Pot.

		
Playing the Abilities
In order to use a card’s ability in Freespace CG,
one must fulfill its activation requirements, which
are found in the ability’s description. In most cases, one needs to pay for the activation. If a card
dictates that the requirement is to “pay” something
(usually in the beginning of the ability description),
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the number following the word “pay” represents
the cost of the ability activation in the form of Command Points.
Card abilities may be activated at any time so long
as the activation requirements allow it. The player
may use any ability as many times as he/she wishes
unless the required payment cannot be made or the
ability description forbids it.
The Pot
The Pot is the area used to hold Event Cards, Order Cards, and Equipment Cards that are in effect.
Unit Cards can also be placed in the Pot if one of
their abilities is used or if they become the target
of ability. During the Final Phase, all of the nonunit cards in the Pot are placed in the Used Cards
Pot.
The players may use abilities and play these cards
in no particular order in terms of turn structure.
The effects of abilities and cards in the Pot are
considered in the order of their activation from
earliest to latest.
Please note that the Pot can be used as a visualization technique rather than an actual physical
space (due to clutter).
Example: During the Battle Phase, player A plays the “Lamaris Warhead” Equipment Card in order to deal 2 damage points each to three
bomber wings belonging to player B. He responds by using the “Interceptor” ability of the GF Perseus wing. Therefore, the three bomber wings
targeted by player A’s “Lamaris Warhead” Equipment Card are placed
in the Pot first. The “Lamaris Warhead” Equipment Card itself and the
GF Perseus wing (for its ability) are placed in the Pot second and third
accordingly. The GF Perseus’ ability counters the effect of the “Lamaris Warhead” Equipment Card on the bomber wings due to the order of
activation. The “Lamaris Warhead” Equipment Card’s ability is effectively
negated.

MORE THAN TWO PLAYERS
In a multiplayer game, there may be up to 4 players
with decks containing 75 or fewer cards. A multiplayer game uses the rules described previously in
this instruction manual, with a few exceptions:
At the end of the Final Phase, if only one of the
players still possesses units in his Fleet Zone, that
player will be given the priority of play in the next
turn’s Battle Phase.
Multiple players are allowed to target the same
unit if each attacking unit is owned by a different
player. If several players target the same ship, the
primary combat (attack and counterattack) involves
the targeted ship and the unit that targeted it first.
The remaining attacking units are regarded as Support Units in the ensuing combat. In this case, any
Victory Points given for the target’s destruction
are given to the player who targeted it first.
Example: The participants of the turn’s Battle Phase are a GCv Deimos owned by Player A, a VD Typhon owned by Player B, and a GC Aeolus
owned by Player C. Player C starts the Battle Phase by targeting Player
A’s GCv Deimos. Player B joins in by targeting the GCv Deimos, making
the VD Typhon automatically become a Support Unit. During the battle,
the GTC Aeolus and the GCv Deimos are destroyed. Player A receives
Victory Points for destroying the GTC Aeolus while Player C receives some
for the GCv Deimos’ destruction.

TERMINOLOGY
Target: In card descriptions, this means that in order to activate the ability the player must choose a
card to be influenced by it.
Instant: In card descriptions, this means that the
ability is enacted instantly after and is not able to
be negated by abilities played after it.
Pay: In card descriptions, this means that in order to activate the ability, the player must pay the
stated number of Command Points.
Damage Marker: This is a token put on a unit card
after it has been damaged beyond half of its HP during battle (rounding up). In future turns, units with
a Damage Marker begin with half of their HP (rounding up). Damage Markers can be removed in the player’s Fleet Zone at the cost of 2 Command Points.
Indestructibility Marker: Units with an indestructibility marker cannot be damaged. The exceptions
to this invulnerability are Single Use Equipment
Cards and Event Cards. Indestructibility Markers
disappear during the Final Phase. Units can regain it in the player’s Fleet Zone for the cost of 4
Command Points.
Hangar Bay: Some Capital Ships have this ability.
A Hangar Bay allows the affected ships to transport Fighter and Bomber Wings from the Fleet Zone
to the Battle Zone and vice versa without paying
their jump costs. The ships being transported must
be moved at the same time as the Capital Ship they
are held in. The number amount of Fighter and
Bomber Wings able to be transported in the same
Hangar Bay is limited to the quantity stated in the
ability description.
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Example: The player has a GD Orion and three GF Hercules MK2
Wings in his Fleet Zone. The GD Orion’s hangar has a capacity of 4.
During the Movement Phase, the player moves his GD Orion and his
three GF Hercules MK2 Wings to the Battle Zone but only pays for the
GD Orion’s jump.
Support Unit: Support Units are the ships or installations that have not been targeted and have
not declared a target during the Battle Phase.
Support Units can pick any hostile unit to attack
during the Battle Phase. Combat with Support
Units is done in the same way as would normally
happen, except for the fact that Support Units, unlike normal attacking units, are not fired back upon
(counterattacked) after attacking the target.
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